Minimal DNA duplex requirements for topoisomerase I-mediated cleavage in vitro.
The minimal DNA duplex requirements for topoisomerase I-mediated cleavage at a specific binding sequence were determined by analyzing the interaction of the enzyme with sets of DNA substrates varying successively by single nucleotides at the 5'- or 3' end of either strand. Topoisomerase I cleavage experiments showed a minimal region of nine nucleotides on the scissile strand and five nucleotides on the noncleaved strand. On the scissile strand, seven of the nine nucleotides were situated upstream to the cleavage site, while all five nucleotides required on the non-cleaved strand were located to this side. The results suggested that topoisomerase I bound tightly to this region, stabilizing the DNA duplex extensively. On minimal substrates which were partially single-stranded downstream to the cleavage site, cleavage was suicidal, that is, the enzyme was able to cleave the substrates, but unable to perform the final religation.